Meet Roosevelt and the Marquis

Brasserie-Restaurant Huys van Roosevelt in Oud-Vossemeer

One of the most popular activities that is
arranged for our guests from all over the
world is ‘Meet Roosevelt and the marquis’.
The ancestors of the former presidents of the
United States of America, Theodore and Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and his spouse Eleanor
Roosevelt, descent from Oud-Vossemeer.

While taking a cultural walk through the old centre
of the homey Zealandish village, our guide will take
you to several sights that memorialize the roots of the
Roosevelt family. Furthermore you will be visiting the
exposition at the Roosevelt information centre and
the place where the ancestors of the legendary world
leaders used to live.
As icing on the cake, you will travel to the cosy and
nice city-centre of Bergen op Zoom after a delicious
lunch. A city guide will tell you everything about
the impressive history of this town and a visit to the
wonderful city palace and museum ‘Het Markiezenhof’
form a compliant conclusion of this cultural-historical
activity.
Brasserie-Restaurant Huys van Roosevelt

City palace and museum ‘Het Markiezenhof’ in Bergen op Zoom

The Roosevelt information centre in Oud-Vossemeer

A home for everybody

Meet Roosevelt and the Marquis
Costs and general information

The central market square of Bergen op Zoom

Activity
You will be welcomed by our guide at Huys van Roosevelt. While enjoying a cup of coffee or tea with a Zealandish ‘bolus’, our guide will provide you with a short
introduction to the roots of the Roosevelt family. After
this, you will accompany our guide on a cultural promenade and visit the Roosevelt information centre. The
inspiring promenade is appropriately concluded with
a lunch at the cosy, Roosevelt-themed restaurant. The
lunch consists of typical local products.
After lunch you will leave Oud-Vossemeer to pay Bergen
op Zoom a visit. You will then we welcomed by a city
guide who will tell you everything about the impressive
history of this town. The walk through town will be concluded with a visit to the majestic and monumental city
palace and museum ‘Het Markiezenhof’.

• The costs for this activity are
€42,- p.p. Any other consumptions
than described are to be squared up
separately.
• The lunch pertains that you are able
to choose between two dishes.
• This activity can be booked during
the entire year from Monday to
Saturday by groups that exist of at
least ten people.
• With reference to the visit to the
Roosevelt exposition, the historical
city-centre, the city palace, the
museum and the reservation at the
restaurant, you ought to make your
reservation on time.
• The schedule, as described above,
may have to be adjusted for practical
reasons. We will let you know about
any possible changes on time!
• For coaches there is a special parking
place that’s just 300 metres from
Huys van Roosevelt.
Deviating from this activity we can conform the catering to
your wishes. If we are aware of your wishes, we will make
you a different (cost-related) offer.

Reservations
Making a reservation over the phone is daily possible
from 10.00 a.m. via the following phone number: 0166769019. A reservation can also be made via email:
info@huysvanroosevelt.nl
Our activities are also able to be booked at
VVV Zeeland and VVV Brabantse Wal.
For any other general information or information on
other activities, please visit our website:
www.huysvanroosevelt.nl
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